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Modular Seating by Versteel

OH!
“ Versteel has taken OH! beyond modular

seating expectations by providing a generous
personal space to accommodate individual
sitting styles and creating configurations
that can be approached from any direction. ”

Specify small groupings, multiple configurations, and
long runs in the same environment to attain a unified
design statement.

OH!
“ Whether collaborating with a coworker,

working remotely, studying, or just looking
for a place to relax - sitting is no longer a
passive activity. ”

Inspired by the simplest of shapes, OH! combines
comfort and class with function and fun for a unique
modular seating series.

Legs are positioned for strength and stability while connectors
are used to organize the seats into configurations.

A clear glide is used on each leg for leveling.

Utilizing basic components (a single leg, seat, back, and
connector), OH! is simplistic in its approach to modularity.

The perfectly proportioned castings are standard as polished aluminum,
but they may also be powder coated.

Tables can be inserted at any point of a configuration.

OH!
seat | Plush seats, along with a curved ergonomic
back option, allow users to position their bodies
without interfering with their neighbors. This ensures
that everyone can find their own comfort solution.

back | The back is shaped to support the user as well
as to encourage the exploration of alternative seating
approaches. Rest an arm, sit cross-legged, perch, or
find your own distinct position.

Seats are generously sized and proportioned, and
a high density polyurethane molded foam cushion
provides unparalleled comfort.

The addition of a back may also be used as a
wayfinding tool to guide users to approach sides.

upholstery | By eliminating contact between
upholstered surfaces, OH! is designed as an easy to
clean and extremely hygienic product. Upholstery may
be specified in monochromatic (a single textile choice)
or contrasting (different textiles on different parts)
applications.
Seats and backs are top stitched with a single seam on
side panels (dependent on upholstery selection).

configure | By choosing the circle as the basis for
OH! the designer is no longer bound by a corner, so
the imagination may be unleashed! The use of the circle
eliminates any sidedness to backless configurations.

tables | Round tables are available in a smaller
diameter for accent and variability in scale, or at the
same diameter as seats for consistency of scale and
maximum usable area.

Typical configurations include L, T, X, and Y along with
unlimited numbers of runs, arcs, and serpentines.

Tables can be inserted at any point of a configuration
for optimum flexibility.

power | Power can be added to any seat as an
undermount option, or to any 24" diameter table as an
integrated or undermount option.
Wires seamlessly run between seats via a concealed
channel located on the underside of the connector.

OH!
single seat

single seat

27D 24W 33H (seat height 18H)
with back

24D 24W (seat height 18H)
without back

two seats

two seats

27D 51W 33H (seat height 18H)
two ends with backs

24D 51W (seat height 18H)
two ends without backs

three seats

three seats

27D 78W 33H (seat height 18H)
two ends and one middle with backs

24D 78W (seat height 18H)
two ends and one middle without backs

ottoman

table

36D 36W (seat height 18H) 5 legs (shown)
48D 48W (seat height 18H) 6 legs

24D 24W 12H

design | Form and function are unified in every Versteel product. create | Individualize your specification with
a multitude of finish and upholstery options. versteel | Get the strength and durability that will last a lifetime!

product testing standards

All Versteel products are designed to exceed all applicable ANSI/BIFMA standards for safety and performance.
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